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Abstract-A general impedance synthesizer using a minimum (s)
number of switching converters is studied in this paper. We
begin with showing that any impedance can be synthesized by
a circuit consisting of only two simple power converters, one V (s electrical
storage element (e.g., capacitor), and one dissipative element (e.g., ()circuit
resistor) or power source. The implementation of such a circuit
for synthesizing any desired impedance can be performed by
(i) programming the input current given the input voltage such
that the desired impedance function is achieved; (ii) controlling Vi(s)
the amount of power dissipation (generation) in the dissipative Z(s) (s)
element (source) so as to match the required active power
of the impedance to be synthesized. Then, the instantaneous Fig 1 Impedance definition. Z(s) is the impedance observed at thepower will automatically be balanced by the storage element.
Such impedance synthesizers find a lot of applications in power
electronics. For instance, a resistance synthesizer can be used
for power factor correction (PFC), a programmable capacitor
or inductor synthesizer (comprising of small high-frequency
converters) can be used for control applications.
I. INTRODUCTION switching
wi converter V0
Many problems in electrical engineering are reducible to
one of impedance synthesis or imitation [1]-[3]. Basically,
the impedance observed from the terminals of a given circuit
is defined as the ratio of the voltage across the terminals Fig. 2. Simple switching converter as two-port.
and the current flowing into and out of the terminals, as
shown in Fig. 1. In power electronics, for instance, impedance Then, in Section IV, we will present a design of such an
imitation is central to many applications, be it known or clearly impedance synthesizer, and provide some experimental results
recognized by the engineers. Power factor correction (PFC), in Section V.
for example, effectively requires the input impedance to be
resistive [4], [5]. Thus, imitating a resistor for the input of a
converter is the basic requirement for achieving a high power We consider a simple switching converter as a two-port
factor for the converter. Many control problems can also be circuit, as shown in Fig. 2. Let the input voltage, input
interpreted as a kind of impedance modification, e.g., shaping current, output voltage and output current be vi, ii, vo and
the load transient of a converter is essentially a process of io, respectively. In practice, a simple switching converter
modifying the output impedance of the converter [7]. In this may contain a high-frequency storage element and a pair of
paper, we consider the problem of synthesizing impedance switches, such as the buck, buck-boost and boost converters,
using a minimal configuration of switching converters. The as shown in Fig. 3 [6]. Note that the output capacitor is not
problem is relevant to power electronics, and may also be considered as part of the converter and the converter therefore
applicable to other branches of electrical engineering. For has no low-frequency storage capability. The switches are
instance, programmable reactive components using some high- switched periodically at a high frequency (usually hundreds
frequency converters are useful elements for control applica- of kHz). The switching frequency can be regarded as being
tions. so high that all variables vi, ii, vo and io are relatively slowly
We will begin with a review of switching converters in varying.' Precisely, we write
Section II, with particular emphasis on their fundamental fraI f 1
functions in terms of terminal voltages and currents. The Jla <J
mai takwihwlbepeetdiSetoII,itofn This assumption holds for all power electronics applications. Ideal switch-
the minimal configuration for synthesizing any impedance. ing converters therefore operate at infinite switching frequency.
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Duals of these circuits can be likewise derived for current source
temiatonuin cpaitr ,n sice. Fig. 4. A minimal configuration, with at least one low-frequency
storage within either converter 1 or 2.
where fmax is the maximum frequency of vi, ii, vo and io, and
fJ is the switching frequency of the converter. Specific power m o fthree terminal variables by controlling some parameter. Forprocessing functions are achieved by adjusting or controlling
the relative durations of the "on" and "off' intervals of the example, for dc power supplies, the input voltage is given,
switches. and the switching converter aims to regulate the output voltage
The most fundamental property of an ideal switching con- by controlling the duty cycle. Moreover, for power factor
verter is the conservation of power under slowly correction, the input voltage is given (normally a rectifiedvrig sinewave), and the switching converter aims to program the
terminal voltage and current conditions. Clearly, the average sinptcrent suc thasitvaies ath same f re a in
input power over one repetition period (also called switching p t such thatit vares at the same frequency and n
period) must equal the average output power over the same phsXih h nu siewv votg.)mte l te a e o t p Note that the above definition implicitly assumes that allperiod, i.e., fT v~iidt = fT VOiOdt. Here we emphasize that terminal voltages and currents are slowly varying compared tothe equality of energy is valid only if the switching frequency the switching frequency. Thus, theoretically, if the switching
is very much higher than the variation of all terminal variables, frequency approaches infinity, the switching converter canThus, the ideal converter does not store or dissipate any energy '
over a repetition period under the condition of slowly varying
terminal voltages and currents. Of course, real converters are III. MINIMAL CONFIGURATION OF IMPEDANCE
never 100% efficient, but here, we ignore this loss to keep our SYNTHESIZER BASED ON SWITCHING CONVERTERS
discussion simple. Moreover, in practice, we only consider
vi, ii, vo and io being slowly varying, i.e., varying at a In finding the basic configuration of an impedance synthe-
frequency which is much lower than the switching frequency sizer, we first observe that an impedance can be realized by
of the converter. Hence, the ideal power conservation equation programming the current if the voltageis given, and vice versa.
becomes This fits the definition of the switching converter described in
viii=v0i0, ("~" in practice) (2) Section II. Thus, a switching converter can be used to program
the input current 'i given its input voltage vi in order to create
where vi, ii, vo and io can be regarded as "instantaneous" the desired impedance seen from the converter's input.3 Here,
variables if they satisfy (1). In other words, equation (2) holds both vi and ii are slowly varying in the sense of (1). Moreover,
only when we consider low-frequency (i.e., slowly varying) the switching converter is subject to the constraint of (2),
voltage and current variables. Precisely, in practice, (2) is i.e., power conservation. Clearly, general impedance cannot be
an approximation, the integrity of which improves as the synthesized with one converter terminated with a fixed load
switching frequency gets higher.2 impedance because (2) cannot generally be satisfied.4 Thus,
In addition to the power conservation property, a defining one switching converter is insufficient for general impedance
objective of a switching converter is that given one of the synthesis. Clearly, we need to balance the power by ensuring
terminal variables (normally the input voltage vi) andpossibly that the output of the converter "emits" the right amount of
some constraints on the terminal variables (as, for instance, "instantaneous" power. Note again that "instantaneous" refers
enforced by the load characteristics), a switching converter
3This is exactly what a PFC converter does.
2For any of the simple converters, viz. buck, boost and buck-boost convert- 4A single converter may be able to synthesize a particular type of
ers shown in Fig. 3 where low-frequency storage is absent, the inductor stores impedance. For instance, a resistive input impedance (PFC converter) can
negligible energy over one switching period under slowly varying terminal be constructed out of one converter with a mandatory dissipative load and a
voltage and current conditions. low-frequency storage capacitor.
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Ii(s) = K(s)Iref (s)
Fig. 5. Current shaping control for achieving the required magnitude l
and phase relationships between input voltage and input current. L2
K(s) is nearly constant if all variables are slowly varying relative to
the switching frequency.
Fig. 8. Experimental impedance synthesizer based on the configura-
Ci tion of Fig. 4, with converter 1 and converter 2 realized by a boost
converter and a buck converter, respectively. C2 serves as internal
R4 storage.
Si R5 between the two converters in order to absorb the right amount
of instantaneous power to meet the power balance for both
S converters. Thus, the minimum configuration consists of
.+ / . two switching converters,
___ /*. one storage element (at frequencies up to fmax < fs),
* one dissipative element or power source.
Obviously the dissipative element can be realized by a negative
Fig. 6. Circuit implementation of G(s) for inductive impedance synthesis. power source (e.g., current load). Furthermore, because power
Here, G(s) so I / [RI + sCjRj], with R4 = R5.HS 1 2 flow can be in either directions, the converters must be bi-
C2 directional.R7
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
R6Rg Some suitable circuit configurations satisfying the aboveSz {<\R6 conditions can be found in Liu et al. [8], which describes
a family of two-converter configurations for achieving two
control functions. A minimal configuration is shown in Fig. 4.
| /+ S0 Note that the choice of the exact types of converters 1 and 2
remains a design issue.
To synthesize a desired impedance Z(s), we have to ensure
the correct magnitude and phase relationships between vi and
Fig. 7. Circuit implementation of G(s) for capacitive impedance synthesis. i Essentially we want ii to follow a reference template iref
Here, C(s) = [1 + with Rg Rg. which is related to vi as follows, in the complex frequency
domain:
to relatively low-frequency variables assuming a much higher Iref (s) = Vi (s)G(s) (3)
switching frequency.
where G(s) is the transfer function from the input voltage to
If two switching converters are available, one of them the reference template. Assume that the transfer function from
can be used to program the input current (given the input Iref to Ii is I
voltage) so as to achieve the desired impedance. The other K(s) i(8) (4)
can then be used to match the power conservation requirement Iref (s)
by controlling its output to dissipate or generate the correct Suppose Z(s) is to be synthesized. Then, G(s) becomes
amount of real power since viii = voio must be satisfied by 1
both converters. This is possible according to the definition G(s) = K )Z(.)(5)
of the switching converter described in Section II that, given(s ()
the load (a resistor or a dc current source), the converter can Thus, in the circuit implementation, we have to realize this
adjust/control its output voltage v0 so as to emit or absorb transfer function in order to synthesize the required impedance.
a desired amount of dc power to or from the output port. A block diagram showing the control requirement is shown in
Clearly, there must then exist a storage element connecting Fig. 5.
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Fig. 12. Measured waveforms of synthesized pure capacitance with input at
Clearly, K(s) in general depends on the converter response. 50 Hz.
However, if the bandwidth of the converter response is much
hv XR~>Ifrtefeunyrne2 zt 0
higher than that of the applied voltage vi, we may assume that Thae sCnteRze»i1dforthnefrqunc rangeK 20whzr to 200 Hz.
K(s) is nearly a constant, i.e., 'i~is proportional to iref. Thus, Theesythesmizedexeinductanceisy.5/ H,weeKcnb
we can find the control transfer function G(s) from (5). prdtmieexrmnaly
Example 1. Pure Inductance Synthesis Example 2. Pure Capacitance Synthesis
The impedance of a pure inductor is In a likewise manner, we may synthesize a pure capacitance.
Z(s) = sL (6) ~~~In this case, the required G(s) is sC/K, if C is the capacitance
Z(s) L (6) ~~~tobe synthesized. The appropriate circuit for constructing
where L is the inductance to be synthesized. Thus, the required G(s) is shown in Fig. 7. With R8 R9 and sC2R6~» 1,
G(s) is we have
G(s) sKL(7) G(s) -1 sC2R7 4 C r-.KC2R7. (9)
which can be implemented using the circuit shown in Fig. 6. Hence, by appropriately choosing the values for C2, R6,
For other possible active circuit realizations, see [9]. With R7, etc., we can synthesize a pure capacitance. For instance,
R4=R5 and sC1R2~» 1, we have choosing C2= 100 nF, J?6= 820 kQ, R7= 220 Q,
1
s
C1Rj 8 S=R1 10 kQ, we have sC2R6~» 1 for the frequencyG(s) R,L K () range from 20 Hz to 200 Hz. The synthesized capacitance is
Hence, by appropriately choosing the values for Cl, Ri, 2Kp,weeKcnb on xeietly
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Fig. 13. Measured impedance magnitude and phase angle of the synthesized Fig. 15. Measured impedance magnitude and phase angle of the synthesized
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Fig. 14. Measured waveforms of synthesized inductive impedance with input Fig. 16. Measured waveforms of synthesized capacitive impedance with
at 50 Hz. input at 50 Hz.
and G(s) can be calculated according to (5) as V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
G()1(1 A particular choice of practical converter types for the
KRL implementation of the impedance synthesizer is shown ink~RL} Fig. 8. Here, the input vi is a sinusoidal voltage source, and
Thus, the transfer function G(s) is a single pole system and the output v0 is connected to a current load. The switching
can again be implemented with the circuit of Fig. 6. frequency is 50 kHz. The four examples described in theprevious section are evaluated.
Example 4. Capacitive Impedance Synthesis Our first experiment is the synthesis of pure inductance. Theinductance to be synthesized is 0.5 H. The circuit for realizing
The impedance of a parallel connection of a capacitor C the G(s) transfer characteristic has been shown earlier in
and a resistor RC is Fig. 6, and the parameters used are Ci 2.2 ,uF, R1
270 kQ, ?2= 2.2 MQ, and ?4= R =10 kQ. The measured
ZCR(S) R (12) value for the gain K is 1.18 A/V. As analyzed before, this1 + sCRC set of parameters can provide a synthesized inductance of
and hence G(s) can be calculated according to (5) as 0.59/K =0.503 H for the frequency range from 20 Hz to
1 1 1+IsCRc T200 Hz. The test input voltage magnitude is 50.5 V (rms). The
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earlier in Fig. 7, and the parameters used are C2 = 100 nF, proposed in this paper. The method basically involve program-
R6 = 820 kQ, R7 = 220 Q, R8 = R9 = 10 kQ. The measured ming the input voltage to current relationship and providing
value for the gain K is 1.18 A/V. As analyzed before, this the necessary power buffering capability. Using the proposed
set of parameters can provide a synthesized capacitance of synthesis method, we can imitate any impedance for control
22K = 25 ,uF for the frequency range from 20 Hz to 200 purpose, such as in power factor correction. For the purpose of
Hz. The test input voltage magnitude is 50.5 V (rms). The illustration, we have evaluated four cases experimentally, cor-
measured impedance magnitude and phase angle are shown in responding to synthesis of pure inductance, pure capacitance,
Fig. 11. A typical set of waveforms is shown in Fig. 12. lossy inductive impedance and lossy capacitive impedance.
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